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Yesterday's notes 

I did not get a chance to share these 

Participants 
UNM, Mae-gelene, Shiprock ICP and Christine Benally, IHS, Bret, Maggie, Derith Watchman Moore BIA, 
Eric Rich, NNEPA, Laura Ebbert, Luis Garcia-Bakarich 

EPA 
Livestock feed delivery and water tank delivery and deliver water to the BIA's tanks. Coordination meeting 
for Shiprock planned 
Navajo Nation ER operations opened a new phone line. Working on a radio announcement for agricultural 
and other water needs. 505-371-8415 is the number. 8408 

Updates 
Kayenta ICP, national charity eloped hauling a semi-load of water. Where to? Back Monday to operate 
the ICP 
BIA, integrating with our group. BIA northern agency office. Different office. 6 livestock watering drop 
points. 3 operating more coming. Filled windmill tanks. Upper Fruitland through Mexican water. NAPI 
water source. Requests from delegates for additional chapter and windmill sites. 
IHS, Shiprock chapter ICP, 
Shiprock chapter IC, went to EPA request of delegate Crotty. plan for homeless along river bank. 
Resource gathering. EPA ICP to provide boat Monday. Sherry Brown is PIO and David Nez is liaison. 
Objectives: provide safe drinking water and non potable water. Map river access points. Track all water 
tanks and information out there from parties. Maintain comms with EPA and BIA. Release info and tanks. 
Perry Begay, logistics person also spoke. Public broadcast planned for Monday IC public message. 
Beclabito and Montezuma Creek requesting water 
NNEPA water. Eric Rich 
Update on posting and location of sampling points and data required. Determination of irrigation suitability 
and livestock suitability. 
Joanie with UNM : Ronnie Jose-Cerrato can talk about pH effects on mobilization. Trying to add a fish 
specialist to the team. Univ of CO also helping out with hydrology. Should have a report out next week. 
Derith offered that they do a lot of sediment sampling and fish studies relative to the EilR for the Four 
Corners Power Plant. Wants to share data with Joanie for the long term. 
Bret: top priority is to improve coordination of deliveries of livestock water and feed 
Majeliene: wants number for well sampling. Bret will circle back with Harry. He said that there is an 800 
number in Durango that feeds calls to correct area. Number is: 844-607-9700 
Derith: three of six water drop locations. Need to get other three up and running, supposed to be up 
today. Wants to coordinate with EPA. Want to announce on the radio. Majeleine is concerned about 
feeding animals in the canyon down river. Derith is going to perform an assessment and notify the local 
individuals. 
Eric: USGS is helping USEPA with unexpected spikes in the water analyses results. USGS will do further 
studies. Eric wants to see data. 
Joanie can't get into OSC website. Gold King Mine response seems to have been taken down. 
Luis: question for Eric: Bessie Lee is coming home this weekend ... Would NNEPA like to have another 
SME come out next week to help out? Eric thought Yolanda would not refuse the assistance. Follow up 
on Monday. Luis gave Eric his# 415-972-3237 
One of the Shiprock staff reported that residents in Shiprock trailer park found two dead dogs near the 
river. Dogs are disposed of already. Residents say that the dogs had yellow tongues. Number for Glenda 
Davis was given out. 
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